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Traditional telemetry subsystems designed for Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites, use RF 
links between the satellite and the user ground station with limited access duration because of the 
movement of the satellite and the satellite’s communication subsystem footprint size. Improving 
the access duration, for telemetry purposes, facilitates a better understanding of the satellite 
behavior primarily at the beginning of the mission when it is more vulnerable to failure. 
Using Globalstar satellite constellation with almost a global coverage, increases the access 
duration for the user and allow satellite telemetry almost at any time. 
Commercial options were researched, and it was found that there are several commercial 
transmitters for space application using Globalstar satellite constellation that can be adapted to 
create a telemetry subsystem, but the price is high. A custom development may be less costly. 
The developed Telemetry Subsystem is a subsystem with its own power subsystem 
allowing it to work independently of the satellite. It includes a solar power generator as well as 
power storage and distribution systems. The Telemetry Subsystem has been developed based on a 
STINGR device (Satellite Transmitter Integrated GPS Receiver), a Globalstar company product, 
and the development of an Acquisition Data System (ADS) with integrated sensors. A prototype 
Telemetry subsystem was developed, tested and evaluated in this study. Testing the prototype was 
performed using two operational modes;  1) Survival mode that sends 9 telemetry bytes each three 
minute without redundant message transmission and 2) Telemetry mode that sends 63 telemetry 
bytes each two minute with two message transmissions. 
Reliability in each operational mode was determined based on the number of telemetry 
messages sent by the subsystem against number of telemetry messages received by the user. 
It was found that reliability depends on the size of the payload (total telemetry bytes), the number 
of redundant message transmissions and the interval between transmissions. In addition, the 
subsystem has a maximum power consumption of 43 mW per hour. 
Final prototype was developed with a cost of 700% less than the cheaper available 
commercial option. 
The results also allow consideration for use on several terrestrial applications that require 
a small size device, low power consumption, difficult or low access to the telemetry device like 
oceanographic buoys, volcano seismographs, etc.  
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1. Executive Summary 
 
The ability to receive information continually from devices via remote transmission (telemetry) is 
essential for a big number of projects all around the world. As example is the tracking and of 
mobile units transporting different kind of products, the monitoring of oceanographic buoys, the 
monitoring of seismographs and so many other projects. 
 
There are different ways to link devices remotely. The optimum method depends on several factors 
as location, accessibility, resources (power, line of sight, etc.) and other. Satellites are a good 
example of devices that need to send data about its own health (telemetry). In particular, small 
satellites that operate in LEO (Low Earth Orbit), need ground stations for receiving its telemetry. 
When the satellite footprint is over the ground station, user can access the satellite, generally and 
depending on the specific orbit, access can occur between 6 to 10 times a day with a duration of 5 
to 25 minutes, but not continuously. 
 
On the other hand, 90% of the failures on LEO satellites missions occur during the first two weeks 
in orbit. Many of the failures occur because of the launcher but others occur because of the 
impossibility to contact the satellite at the beginning of its operation. Sometimes because there is 
an error in the determination of the current satellite location, other because the satellite didn’t 
deploy correctly some of its solar panels or antennas and other are unknown because there is not 
telemetry information from the satellite. 
 
The development of the proposed Telemetry Subsystem with higher access duration for satellites 
operating in LEO, will allow a higher access duration between the satellite and the ground operator 
(user), avoiding the necessity to wait long periods of time for a “good passage”, to contact the 
satellite and receive the telemetry that will help to understand what is going on with the satellite 
into orbit. 
 
The proposed Telemetry Subsystem will use the Globalstar constellation that has an almost global 
coverage in order to increase the access duration between a LEO satellite and the user. Currently, 
there are several companies that provides a simplex communication solution, using the Globalstar 
constellation, but the solutions are mainly for terrestrial applications (tracking and telemetry).  
Only a couple of companies are developing Globalstar simplex communication solution for space 
applications, but the price of the hardware is very high compared with custom development.  
The development of this project as “alternative” Telemetry Subsystem in addition to the advantage 
of having a higher access duration and lower hardware price, will include the use of an independent 
power system to get an autonomous operation to the rest of the satellite. Thus, a satellite into a 
LEO can be monitored almost constantly, independently of its location or current satellite status 
into orbit. With this, many missions will have the opportunity to action a secondary deployment 
system or only knowing why the satellite didn’t work by having access to telemetry almost at any 
time.  
2. Introduction 
In the 1980's, thanks to new developments in microelectronics and software, university researchers 
began to use standard commercial or industrial devices to develop space projects. Supported also 
by government agencies, the Universities began to develop in a short time low-cost satellites 
capable of short-term missions in space. This led to a rapid development of Space Technology into 
the Universities, thus initiated the small satellite development programs. Small satellites, ranging 
from 1Kg to 500Kg, are classified as mini, micro, nano, pico and femtosatellites. 
The technological maturity that was available at that time allowed the manufacture of 
microsatellites quickly and economically, compared to large satellites, allowing Universities to 
develop infrastructure and prepare professionals in the development of Space Technology with the 
intrinsic benefits that this entails. 
In such projects, students of Bachelor's and Postgraduate degrees participated as well as professors 
of the University. The launching of these satellites began to be popular as a secondary payload in 
the launching of larger satellites, which considerably reduced the cost of putting into orbit. In 
addition, because of the size of small satellites, the possibility of multiple launches allowed 
countries such as Russia and Ukraine to make modifications to the rockets originally used for 
military purposes and adapt them for space use. 
At the end of the 1990s, Stanford University, together with the California Polytechnic State 
University (CalPoly), proposed a standard for the development of nanosatellites with the idea of 
being able to build satellites faster and to make multiple launches of these under a separation 
platform that can house up to three of these satellites as secondary payload on a launch vehicle, 
which would achieve better prices in the launches of these, this standard is known as "CubeSat".  
 
Figure 1 Nanosatellites by launch year (source nanosats.eu) 
The figure 1 shows the number of nanosatellites launched after the creation of the CubeSat 
standard and how the nanosatellites launch has been increased over the years.
The CubeSat standard has promoted hundreds of universities around the world to participate in the 
development of Space Technology in a fast and economical way allowing the training of students 
in the Space Technology. The figure 2 shows the locations of CubeSat developers around the world
and the percentage of developers per regions. 
  
Figure 2 CubeSat developers around the world (source cubesat.org) & Nanosatellites by 
locations (nanosats.eu) 
The figure 3 shows how the CubeSat developer community is expanding from the Universities to
different kind of organizations. CubeSats are used mainly in scientific research, creation of LEO 
constellations, technological demonstration, education, and testing of devices or subsystems for 
space applications. Because of CubeSat development advantage, organizations like private 
companies, Government agencies including the military departments, are developing CubeSats for 
several applications. 
 
Figure 3 Nanosatellites by organization (source nanosats.eu)
The new CubeSat missions require different sizes of CubeSat platforms. On the figure 4 can be 
identified that the 3U CubeSat is the most used size, commonly for low earth orbit (LEO) 
operation. But right now, CubeSats are working an important role for interplanetary, and deep 
space missions, and the majority of these mission are developing CubeSats at the Universities with 
support of Government organizations. 
Figure 4 Nanosatellites by types (source nanosats.eu) 
3. Relevant Technical Issues
As mentioned before, small satellites commonly operate on low earth orbits. The figure 5 shows 
the different orbital periods (time that satellite requires to complete one orbit) according with the 
Earth orbit altitude.  
 
Figure 5 Satellite orbital periods 
The size of a satellite footprint is limited basically by the satellite altitude. The satellite footprint 
is the ground area that the satellite covers on a specific moment and allows the satellite to be in 
line of sight (LOS) with a ground station. Lower satellite altitude means smaller satellite footprint. 
Figure 6 shows the footprint difference between a LEO (ISS) and MEO satellite (MEOSAT). 
	 
Figure 6 Satellite footprints
The trajectory of the footprint over the Earth, will be determined by the altitude and inclination of 
the orbit, inclination with respect to the equator, because the Earth and the satellite are in motion 
at the same time, the Earth has a rotational movement and the satellite is orbiting around the Earth. 
Figure 7 shows the trajectory projected to the Earth of a LEO satellite considering a LEO near 
polar orbit (around to 90° inclination). 
Figure 7 Example of LEO satellite trajectories projected over the Earth 

Thus the time that a satellite has LOS with a ground station (the time that the ground station can 
receive telemetry from the satellite), depends on the kind of orbit (altitude, eccentricity, 
inclination) and the location of the ground station. The figure 8 is an example of the LEO satellite 
footprint and trajectory in a circular orbit and polar inclination. 
 
Figure 8 Example of a LEO satellite footprint (Earth coverage) 
Low Earth orbits can be considered to be between 160 to 2,000 km altitude. For that reason, the 
orbital period is between 88 to 127 minutes and the maximum time a traditional ground station can 
be linked with a LEO satellite (90° Elevation) is between 10 to 28 minutes each passage. 
Depending on the characteristics of the orbit, it can be considered that the satellite can be in LOS 
with the ground station an average 8 times a day. That means, the satellite can be linked around 90 
minutes a day, limiting the possibility to monitoring the satellite at any time. 
The table 1 summarize the mentioned orbital parameters considering circular orbits. 
Orbit 
altitude 
(Km) 
Orbital 
period 
(min) 
Orbital 
velocity 
(kph) 
Footprint 
diameter 
(Km) 
Earth 
Coverage 
(%) 
Max 
LOS 
(min) 
160 87.56 28,148.64 2,898.79 1.22 6:11 
350 91.41 27,748.33 4,359.36 2.60 9:26 
500 94.48 27,444.09 5,277.49 3.63 11:32 
1,000 104.97 26,497.85 7,772.24 6.78 17:36 
2,000 127.02 24,866.22 11,821.56 11.94 28:31 
Table 1 LEO data 
 
Let’s review an example considering the Space Science Center ground station located at Morehead 
State University (38.190945°N, 83.429878°E, 231m) and the ISS (International Space Station) as 
an object in orbit (51.6° inclination, 420Km altitude1, 0.0002893 eccentricity – almost circular). 
Using the AMSAT Online Satellite Pass Predictionsi to analyze the passages during one specific 
day, the table 2 was obtained. 
 
 
Table 2 ISS pass prediction with MSU SSC ground station 
 
The values on the previous table are: 
 
Date: The day the pass happens. 
Acquisition of Signal: This is the time of day (UTC) at which the satellite first rises above the 
horizon. 
Duration: This is simply the time between Acquisition of Signal and Loss of Signal, for how long 
the satellite is visible. 
Acquisition of Signal Azimuth: The direction at which the satellite first becomes visible, in degrees 
to the right of North. 0 or 360 is North, 90 is East, 180 is South, and 270 is West. 
Maximum Elevation: How high the satellite will appear to go in the sky, in degrees above horizon, 
0 is the horizon and 90 is directly overhead. 
Max El Azimuth: "Maximum Elevation Azimuth". This is the direction at which maximum 
elevation occurs. 
Loss of signal Azimuth: The direction at which the satellite ceases to be visible. 
Loss of signal: The time of day at which the satellite goes below the horizon and the pass ends. 
 
It can be calculated the total LOS in the complete selected day is 1:12:21 hr., that means 5.02% of 
visibility per day. This is a real value for the specific example, ant it is the relevant issue, the 
duration of LOS per day is considerable low, that means, users most wait a couple of hours to 
receive the satellite telemetry during a few minutes in each passage. 
 
In order to increase the visibility of the satellite (line of sight - LOS), the number of ground stations 
on the Earth needs to be increased, and each ground station most be equipped with the proper 
radios and satellite tracking system. This solution could increase the visibility of the satellite 
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"depending on the number of ground stations used. Figure 9 shows how can be increased the 
satellite visibility using seven ground stations located at US West coast (JPL, CA), US East coast 
(MSU, KY), Brazil, Italy, South Africa, India and Australia.  This solution could increase the 
visibility around 30% a day, but still is not enough to meet the objective of having a higher access 
duration subsystem closer to the 100%.  
Figure 9 Ground Stations located worldwide to increase LEO satellite visibility 
 #
4. Design Tradeoffs 
 
Using the Globalstar Satellites Constellation, the visibility of the satellite can be increased 
considerably, figure 10 shows the coverage that can be obtained using a Globalstar constellation 
for Data application. Having a bigger satellite coverage, a higher access duration (between the 
satellite and the user) is obtained.  Appendix A describes the Globalstar company. 
 
 
 
Figure 10 Globalstar coverage map for simplex application 
 
Because of the altitude of the Globalstarii satellites is 1,414 Km, this solution is limited to LEO 
satellites below that altitude. The figure 11 shows the path of the signal from the Telemetry 
subsystem up to the end user. An additional advantage of having a higher access duration to the 
satellite, is that satellite telemetry can be received in a computer or mobile device through the use 
of a web page or e-mail account. 
 
Globalstar has two different products that can be used to implement the proposed Telemetry 
subsystem using the “simplex” solution; 1) STX3 Satellite transmitter and, 2) STINGR (Satellite 
Transmitter Integrated GPS Receiver). 
 

Figure 11 Globalstar Simplex solution
 
4.1. STX3 Satellite transmitter. 
Globalstar offers the Simplex Transmitter Unit (STX3) to help customers design and build 
compact and efficient communications devices. The STX3 is a compact, low cost, OEM (Original 
Equipment Manufacturer) simplex module which sends one-way data messages via the Globalstar 
Simplex Network when integrated into a tracking or monitoring device. The STX3 is ideal for 
facilitaiting remote sensing, tracking and monitoring applications. Figure 12 shows a picture of 
the STX3 module. 
 
Figure 12 Globalstar STX3 module 
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4.2. STINGR (Satellite Transmitter Integrated GPS Receiver). 
The STINGR is a compact, low cost, OEM simplex module which sends one-way data messages 
via the Globalstar Simplex Network. The module includes a high-performance GPS receiver as 
well as an on-board dual band antenna which greatly simplifies the effort of integrating satellite 
communications into a tracking or monitoring device. The STINGR is ideal for facilitating remote 
sensing, tracking, and monitoring applications. Figure 13 shows a picture of the STINGR module.
 
Figure 13 STINGR Globalstar module 
4.3. Comparative between STX3 and STINGR. 
Table 3 summarizes and compares several parameters of each Globalstar module. 
Specifications STX3 STINGR 
Size 28.70 x 20.57 x 4.13 mm 45.05 x 47.37 x 6.3 mm 
TX output power  19dBW 17.5dBW 
TX mode current 390 mA 325 mA 
Sleep mode current 7 uA 8 uA 
Power supply 3 to 5V 3 to 5.5V 
Operating temperature range -40°C  to  +85°C   -40°C  to  +85°C   
Frequency range 1610 to 1620 MHz 1610 to 1620 MHz 
Patch antenna included No Yes 
GPS module included No Yes 
Price (USD) $60 $75 
Patch antenna price (USD) $35 $0
Table 3 Comparative parameters between the STX3 and STINGR modules 
 
Based on the modules specifications, advantages and disadvantages can be found between the 
two modules. Table 4 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages between STX3 and 
STINGR modules. 
 
Device Advantages Disadvantages 
STX3 Smaller Without antenna 
 Total price $95 USD 
 Complex design procedure 
STINGR Simple design procedure Bigger 
Antenna included  
Cheaper $75 USD  
GPS functionality  
Table 4 Advantages and disadvantages between the Globalstar modules 
 
GPS functionality on the STINGR module has restrictions for in orbit use, because of COCOM 
limits (Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export Controls). In GPS technology, the term 
"COCOM Limits" refers to a limit placed on GPS tracking devices that disables tracking when the 
device calculates that it is moving faster than 1,000 knots (1,900 km/h or 527.7 m/s) at an altitude 
higher than 18,000m. This was intended to prevent the use of GPS in intercontinental ballistic 
missile-like applications. 
 
Some manufacturers apply this limit only when both speed and altitude limits are reached, while 
other manufacturers disable tracking when either limit is reached. In the latter case, this causes 
some devices to refuse to operate in very high altitude balloons. 
 
The STINGR uses the Telit SE880 GPS chipset. The SE880 receiver will lose track if any of the 
following limits are exceeded: 
• ITAR limits: velocity greater than 514 m/s AND altitude above 18,288 m 
• Altitude: 24,000 m (max) or -500 m (min) 
• Velocity: 600 m/s (max) 
• Acceleration: 4 G (max) 
• Vehicle jerk: 5 m/s (max) 
 
Because of the feature of having the antenna included, and therefore reducing the integration 
complexity, the STINGR device was selected to implement the proposed Telemetry Subsystem. 
STINGR transmission frequency is 1.6GHz, and as it is shown on figure 14, 0.8% of the 
communication modules used on nanosatellites, use the 1.6GHz frequency. That proves the 
viability of using the device on the space. Figure 14 shows the number of modules and the used 
frequency band on nanosatellites. 
 

Figure 14 Nanosatellite downlink bands and frequencies (source nanosats.eu) 
 
5. Design Implementation 
 
5.1.STINGR description 
 
The STINGRiii is a “simplex” module which sends one-way data messages via the Globalstar 
Simplex Network. The STINGR is designed to send small packets of user defined data (messages) 
to a network of LEO satellites. The received data is then forwarded to a user defined network 
interface that may be in the form of an FTP host or HTTP host where the user will interpret the 
data for further processing. 
 
The STINGR contains a satellite transmitter, GPS receiver, motion sensor, and a dual band patch 
antenna. The STINGR is a surface mount module designed to attach to a user defined host PCB 
which must provide power and communications with a host processor which will control the 
operation of the STINGR. All electrical connections are provided via the castellated pads on the 
perimeter of the PCB. 
 
The STINGR operates on the Globalstar LEO satellite network (Constellation). There are a number 
of satellites in the constellation that constantly orbit the Earth and can communicate with 
Globalstar devices that are within range of its current position. The STINGR device will transmit 
(with no knowledge of any of the Globalstar satellites) and the transmission may be received by 
one or more Globalstar satellites. These satellites will then relay the message to the nearest 
Globalstar gateway as shown before in figure 11. Once received by the Globalstar gateway, the 
message will be delivered to the Simplex gateway where redundant messages are discarded and 
the data from the message is sent to the End User via the Internet. 
 
The proposed design is showed in the figure 15.  
 
Figure 15 Proposed design block diagram 
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5.2. STINGR operation
Messages send in the demostration are composed of 1 or more 9-byte payloads. The STINGR can 
only transmit 9-byte on-air messages, so user payloads greater than 9 bytes will require multiple 
on-air packets to be transmitted for each user payload as is showed in the figure 16.  
 
Figure 16 STINGR messages transmission 
There are brief periods of time where there is no satellite in range of the STINGR transmitter due 
to satellite coverage geometry. Since a STINGR device has no way of knowing if a transmitted 
message has been successfully received, the STINGR device is designed to send multiple 
(redundant) transmissions for each message being sent over the Globalstar network. The default 
value for the number of redundant transmissions per message is 3. This means that each message 
sent to the STINGR will be transmitted 3 times. Each transmission will contain the exact same 
data payload. The redundant transmissions of each message will be sent on a randomized 5-minute 
nominal interval (default). 
The transmission sequence for a single-packet message using the default settings is shown in next 
figure 17. 
Figure 17 STINGR one packet message default transmission


The transmission sequence for a two-packets message using the default settings is shown in figure
18. 
Figure 18 STINGR two packets message default transmission 
For nominal conditions, this procedure will result in a better than 99% probability that the message 
will be received. 
5.3. Communications with STINGR 
A half-duplex LVTTL (0-3.3V) asynchronous serial port (UART) is the primary interface to the 
host device (ADS - Acquisition Data System). The serial port operates with the serial parameters 
of 9600bps, 8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit. The RxD input (Receiver data) and the RTS input are 
5V tolerant. The TxD (Transmit data) and CTS outputs are LVTTL. Each command from the ADS
to the STINGR is sent in a serial packet. Upon receiving the command, the modem answers to the 
ADC and, if applicable, executes the command. In order to wake the STINGR from sleep mode 
and to indicate the end of the serial packet, each serial packet must be framed by activating RTS
line before the first byte of the command and deactivating RTS line after the last byte of the 
command. Figure 19 shows the communications procedure between the STINGR and the Host 
device (ADS). 
Figure 19 Communications procedure 

The command sent from the ADS to the STINGR uses the packet format shown in table 5. If the 
STINGR received a proper formatted command, it will response an ACK (Acknowledge) if not, it 
will response a NAK (Not Acknowledge).  
Table 5 STINGR command packet format 
For the proposed Telemetry Subsystem, two operational modes are defined. Survival mode and 
Telemetry mode, each is described below. 
5.4. Survival mode
Survival mode allows only basic telemetry information defined by the end user to be sent every 3 
minutes. In this mode a single-packet message is sent and the 9 bytes information includes 3 
telemetry bytes and 6 bytes for GPS information (latitude and longitude). GPS information can be 
used only for terrestrial operations under COCOM limits. For space application, Survival mode 
will send 9 bytes for Telemetry data without GPS information. 
On the survival mode, STINGR does not send bursted (redundant) messages, it will transmit a 
single transmission for each interval. Table 6 shows the STINGR commands to be used for 
implementing the Survival mode. 
Command Hexadecimal notation 
Continues Track mode AA 0A 30 XX XX aa bb cc CR1 
CR2 
Update Track Data AA 08 31 aa bb cc CR1 CR2
Cancel Track mode AA 05 32 CR1 CR2 
Table 6 STINGR commands for implementing Survival mode 
The “Continues Track mode” command, is used to set up the STINGR to send 3 telemetry bytes 
and 6 GPS bytes without redundancy transmission every specific interval. For the proposed 
Telemetry Subsystem, the interval is 3 minutes (XX XX = 00 03), the aa telemetry byte is an 8 
digital inputs port, the bb telemetry byte is a voltage monitor (analog input) and the cc telemetry 
byte is a temperature monitor (analog input). Table 7 shows the “Continues Track mode” command 
format.  
 "
Byte Value Parameter Description 
0 0x AA Preamble Always a value of 0xAA 
1 0x 0A Length Command bytes length, (10 decimal) 
2 0x 30 Command ID Every command has it unique ID 
3-4 0x 00 03 Interval Interval in minutes between the track points. Values 
of 2 or less will result in 2.5 minutes intervals. 
5 aa Telemetry Byte 0 8 bits from 8 digital ports to transmit 
6 bb Telemetry Byte 7 Voltage analog value to transmit 
7 cc Telemetry Byte 8 Temperature analog value to transmit 
8-9 CR1 CR2 CRC-16 Cyclic Redundancy Check 16 bits X-25 
Table 7 Continues Track mode command format 
Once a command is sent from ADS to STINGR, a response from STINGER to ADS is sent, it can 
be ACK or NAK, table 8 shows the STINGR response format. 
Byte Value Parameter Description 
0 0x AA Preamble Always a value of 0xAA 
1 0x 05 Length Response bytes length, (5 decimal) 
2 0x 30 Command code 0x30 = ACK, or 0xFF = NAK 
3-4 CR1 CR2 CRC-16 Cyclic Redundancy Check 16 bits X-25 
Table 8 STINGR response format to Continues Track command 
If the response is ACK, the end user will receive a payload with the format shown in table 9. 
Byte Value Parameter Description 
0 aa Telemetry Byte 0 8 bits from 8 digital ports 
1-3 la1 la2 la3 24-bit latitude Command bytes length, (10 decimal) 
4-6 lo1 lo2 lo3 24-bit longitude Every command has it unique ID 
7 bb Telemetry Byte 7 Voltage analog value 
8 cc Telemetry Byte 8 Temperature analog value 
Table 9 Survival mode Payload format 
Below is shown examples used during the Telemetry Subsystem testing procedure for the 
generated command, response and payload. Table 10 shows the interpretation of the payload 
received. 
 
Example command:  AA 0A 30 00 03 00 98 47 32 DE 
Example response:  AA 05 30 5A F5 
Example payload:  00 37 CC FB C3 D8 8E 98 47 
 
Byte Value Description 
0 0x 00 P1=0, P2=0, P3=0, P4=0, P5=0, P6=0, P7=0, P8=0 (Digital input ports) 
1-3 0x 37 CC FB 39.23487067 Latitude (39.23487067 North) 
4-6 0x C3 D8 8E -84.59167957 Longitude (84.59167957 West) 
7 0x 98 Vbat=3.93V 
8 0x 47 Temp=41.94° C 
Table 10 Survival mode Payload interpretation 
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As has mentioned before, “Continues Track mode” command only sends a single-packet without 
retransition. Because the interval time has been setup to 3 minutes, a command to refresh the 
telemetry data every 3 minutes is needed in order to receive the proper telemetry. The command 
to refresh the telemetry is “Update Track Data”. Table 11 shows its format. 
 
Byte Value Parameter Description 
0 0x AA Preamble Always a value of 0xAA 
1 0x 08 Length Command bytes length, (8 decimal) 
2 0x 31 Command ID Every command has it unique ID 
3 aa Telemetry Byte 0 8 bits from 8 digital ports to transmit 
4 bb Telemetry Byte 7 Voltage analog value to transmit 
5 cc Telemetry Byte 8 Temperature analog value to transmit 
6-7 CR1 CR2 CRC-16 Cyclic Redundancy Check 16 bits X-25 
Table 11 Update Track Data command format 
 
Once a command is sent from ADS to STINGR, a response from STINGER to ADS is sent, it can 
be ACK or NAK, table 12 shows the STINGR response format. 
Byte Value Parameter Description 
0 0x AA Preamble Always a value of 0xAA 
1 0x 05 Length Response bytes length, (5 decimal) 
2 0x 31 Command code 0x31 = ACK, or 0xFF = NAK 
3-4 CR1 CR2 CRC-16 Cyclic Redundancy Check 16 bits X-25 
Table 12 STINGR response format to Update Track command 
If the response is ACK, the end user will receive a payload with the format shown on Table 8. 
Below is shown examples used during the Telemetry Subsystem testing procedure for the 
generated command, response and payload. Table 13 shows the interpretation of the payload 
received. 
 
Example command:  AA 08 31 00 97 44 5F 04 
Example response:  AA 05 31 D3 E4 
Example payload:  00 37 C1 2D C3 DA 8C 97 44 
 
 
Byte Value Description 
0 0x 00 P1=0, P2=0, P3=0, P4=0, P5=0, P6=0, P7=0, P8=0 (Digital input ports) 
1-3 0x 37 C1 2D 39.20244813 Latitude (39.20244813 North) 
4-6 0x C3 DA 8C -84.58073616 Longitude (84.58073616 West) 
7 0x 97 Vbat=3.91V 
8 0x 44 Temp=38.06° C 
Table 13 Survival mode Payload interpretation after updating telemetry data 
 
In order to quit the Survival mode, a “Cancel Track mode” command is required. Table 14 shows 
the format for that command. 
 
 
Byte Value Parameter Description 
0 0x AA Preamble Always a value of 0xAA 
1 0x 05 Length Response bytes length, (5 decimal) 
2 0x 32 Command code Every command has it unique ID 
3-4 CR1 CR2 CRC-16 Cyclic Redundancy Check 16 bits X-25 
Table 14 Cancel Track mode command format 
Once command is sent from ADS to STINGR, a response from STINGER to ADS is sent, it can 
be ACK or NAK, table 15 shows the STINGR response format. 
Byte Value Parameter Description 
0 0x AA Preamble Always a value of 0xAA 
1 0x 05 Length Response bytes length, (5 decimal) 
2 0x 32 Command code 0x32 = ACK, or 0xFF = NAK 
3-4 CR1 CR2 CRC-16 Cyclic Redundancy Check 16 bits X-25 
Table 15 STINGR response format to Cancel Track mode command 
If the response is ACK, the STINGR quits Survival mode and the Telemetry Subsystem stops 
sending telemetry. Below is shown examples used during the Telemetry Subsystem testing 
procedure for the generated command and response. 
 
Example command:     AA 05 32 48 D6 
Example ACK response: AA 05 32 48 D6 
Example NAK response: AA 05 FF A1 CB 
 
 
5.5.Telemetry mode 
 
This operational mode allows to send up to 63 bytes with telemetry information defined by the end 
user every 2 minutes. Telemetry can be digital or analog information. The telemetry is provided 
by the satellite or other device with sensors by using the serial port on the ADS implemented on 
the Telemetry Subsystem as was shown on Figure 14. The communication between the Satellite 
and the Telemetry subsystem will setup to 9600bps, 8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit. On the 
Telemetry mode, STINGR will send the messages twice, and the intervals to send the message are 
minimum 30 seconds and maximum 55 seconds. With those parameters telemetry will be received 
every two minutes. Table 16 shows the STINGR commands to be used for implementing the 
Telemetry mode. 
 
Command Hexadecimal notation 
Set up2 AA 0E 06 00 29 49 E8 00 02 06 0B 00 CR1 CR2 
Send Data AA nn 00 B1 B2 B3 …. B63 CR1 CR2 
Abort Transmission AA 05 03 42 F6 
Table 16 STINGR commands for implementing Telemetry mode 
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The “Set up” command, is used to set up the STINGR to send twice the telemetry information and 
the minimum and maximum burst interval. Table 17 shows the “Set up” command format.  
 
Byte Value Parameter Description 
0 0x AA Preamble Always a value of 0xAA 
1 0x 0E Length Command bytes length, (14 decimal) 
2 0x 06 Command ID Every command has it unique ID 
3-6 0x 00 29 49 E8 Reserved Default values 
7 0x 00 RF Channel  0=Chan A, 1=Chan B, 2=Chan C, 3=Chan D 
8 0x 02 # of bursts Bursts per message (1 to 20 bursts) 
9 0x 06 Interval Min Units of 5 sec. 0x01 thru 0x3C (5 to 300 seconds) 
10 0x 0B Interval Max Units of 5 sec. 0x02 thru 0x78 (10 to 600 seconds) 
11 0x 00 Reserved Default value 
12-13 CR1 CR2 CRC-16 Cyclic Redundancy Check 16 bits X-25 
Table 17 Set Up Telemetry mode command format 
Once the command is sent from ADS to STINGR, a response from STINGER to ADS is sent, it 
can be ACK or NAK, table 18 shows the STINGR response format. 
 
Byte Value Parameter Description 
0 0x AA Preamble Always a value of 0xAA 
1 0x 05 Length Response bytes length, (5 decimal) 
2 0x 06 Command code 0x06 = ACK, or 0xFF = NAK 
3-4 CR1 CR2 CRC-16 Cyclic Redundancy Check 16 bits X-25 
Table 18 STINGR response format to Set up command 
If the response is ACK, the STINGR is ready to send telemetry data on this mode. 
Below is shown examples used during the Telemetry Subsystem testing procedure for the 
generated command and response. 
 
Example command:  AA 0E 06 00 29 49 E8 00 02 06 0B 76 78 
Example response:  AA 05 06 EF A1 
 
Once the STINGR is setting up, telemetry data needs to be send by using “Send Data” command. 
Table 19 shows the “Send Data” command format. 
Byte Value Parameter Description 
0 0x AA Preamble Always a value of 0xAA 
1 NN+5 Length Command bytes length, (Payload + 5 bytes)  
2 0x 00 Command ID Every command has it unique ID 
3 - (NN+2) XX Payload 1 to 144 data bytes (NN≤144) 
(NN+4)  - (NN+5) CR1 CR2 CRC-16 Cyclic Redundancy Check 16 bits X-25 
Table 19 Send Data command format 
Once command is sent from ADS to STINGR, a response from STINGER to ADS is sent, it can 
be ACK or NAK, table 20 shows the STINGR response format. 
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Byte Value Parameter Description 
0 0x AA Preamble Always a value of 0xAA 
1 0x 05 Length Response bytes length, (5 decimal) 
2 0x 00 Command code 0x00 = ACK, or 0xFF = NAK 
3-4 CR1 CR2 CRC-16 Cyclic Redundancy Check 16 bits X-25 
Table 20 STINGR response format to Send Data command 
According with the particular configuration for the proposed Telemetry Subsystem, if the response 
is ACK, the end user will receive a payload with the format shown in table 21. 
Byte Value Parameter Description 
0 C1 C2 HB Counter High byte telemetry counter 
1 C3 C4 LB Counter Low byte telemetry counter 
2 XX Payload 1 Payload Byte 
…. …. …. …. 
62 ZZ Payload 61 Payload Byte 
Table 21 Telemetry mode Payload format 
Telemetry counter is used to identify if a telemetry package was missed. Every time STINGR send 
a telemetry package on the Telemetry mode, Telemetry counter will increase its count. 
 
In order to quit the Telemetry mode, an “Abort Transmission” command is required. Table 22 
shows the format for that command. 
Byte Value Parameter Description 
0 0x AA Preamble Always a value of 0xAA 
1 0x 05 Length Response bytes length, (5 decimal) 
2 0x 03 Command code Every command has it unique ID 
3-4 CR1 CR2 CRC-16 Cyclic Redundancy Check 16 bits X-25 
Table 22 Abort Transmission command 
Once command is sent from ADS to STINGR, a response from STINGER to ADS is sent, it can 
be ACK or NAK, table 23 shows the STINGR response format. 
Byte Value Parameter Description 
0 0x AA Preamble Always a value of 0xAA 
1 0x 05 Length Response bytes length, (5 decimal) 
2 0x 03 Command code 0x03 = ACK, or 0xFF = NAK 
3-4 CR1 CR2 CRC-16 Cyclic Redundancy Check 16 bits X-25 
Table 23 STINGR response format to Abort Transmission command 
If the response is ACK, the STINGR quits Telemetry mode and the Telemetry Subsystem stops 
sending telemetry. Below is shown examples used during the Telemetry Subsystem testing 
procedure for the generated command and response. 
 
Example command:     AA 05 03 42 F6 
Example ACK response: AA 05 03 42 F6 
Example NAK response: AA 05 FF A1 CB 
 

Figures 21 and 22 show the Command and Response examples for the two different operational 
modes using as a DAS an Arduino Pro Mini 8MHz device. Communication between the DAS and 
STINGR was monitoring using the Arduino IDE software. After the workbench test, the 
standalone test was performance in two different ways, as a fixed position and as a mobile position. 
Testing results are shown in the next chapter.  
 
Figure 20 Command and Response examples on Telemetry mode 
 
Figure 21 Command and Response examples on Survival mode 

The PCB (Printed Circuit Board) design for testing the STINGR module is presented in figures 23 
and 24, as well as figure 25 shows a picture of the final PCB. 
 
Figure 22 STINGR Testing PCB Top side 
 
Figure 23 STINGR Testing PCB Bottom side 
 	
 
Figure 24 Final STINGR Testing PCB 
In order to test the two analog sensors required for the survival mode, a STINGR test PCB was 
modified to attach an analog temperature sensor (TMP36), a fixed 3.3 voltage regulator (LM1117) 
a voltage divider (two 120KΩ resistors) and a switch (1P2T) to select Survival or Telemetry mode.  
In addition, for test purposes, a 1200 mAh Lithium Polymer battery (Li-Po) was used as storage 
device for the power system as well as a 2W Monocrystalline Silicon Solar Panel as a power 
generator (5V, 330mA). The prototype schematic design is shown on the next figure. 
 
Figure 25 Telemetry Subsystem Prototype schematic 
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The prototype developed and tested for the proposed Telemetry Systems is shown in the figure 27. 
It consists of a Solar panel that generates DC electricity with a light source (Sun), it is connected 
to a charger controller that regulates the battery charge and the power supply to the system. These 
elements conform the Power system that feed the STINGR module and the ADS (Acquisition Data 
System implemented with an Arduino Pro mini device). 
 
 
Figure 26 Telemetry Subsystem Prototype 
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6. Results 
 
This chapter will show the technical and economical results acquired after testing the prototype on 
terrestrial conditions compared with current providers. The subsystem reliability was determined 
for the two operational modes proposed. Let consider that in “survival mode” the subsystem will 
send less data without retransmission in longer periods of time. The “telemetry mode” will send 
more data with retransmission in shorter periods of time. For the economical results, only the 
hardware cost and the monthly services cost was considered. 
 
6.1.Performance 
 
Performance testing was conducted to determine the Subsystem Reliability using the parameters 
chosen for the proposed Survival and Telemetry mode. 
According with the STINGR users manual, using three redundant transmissions and five minutes 
randomized interval, a 99% reliability can be reached. That configuration allows system can send 
new telemetry information every 15 minutes. 
 
The proposed subsystem will use one transmission (not redundant transmission) every three 
minutes (maximum interval) for Survival mode and will transmit a package of 9 byte, to allow 
new telemetry information every two to three minutes. Table 24 and figure 28 show the result of 
the testing under the previous conditions. 
 
For the Telemetry mode, the proposed subsystem will use two redundant transmissions every one-
minute (maximum interval) for Telemetry mode and will transmit 7 packages of 9 byte for a total 
of 63 byte Telemetry data, to allow new telemetry information every two minutes. Table 25 and 
figure 29 show the result of the testing under the previous conditions. 
 
As it can be noticed, Survival mode has a higher reliability than Telemetry mode. It is because on 
Survival mode, the system is sending only a packet of 9 byte, but in the Telemetry mode the system 
is sending 7 packets of 9 byte (63 byte in total). The probability of losing data packets is higher 
when more packets are sent, for that reason because of more packets there are more lost packets 
on Telemetry mode and that reduces the reliability on that operational mode. 
 
 
Survival mode  
(9 byte, 1 Transmission, 3-min max interval) 
Total time (hr) 4:03:53 
Packets sent 93 
Packets received  60 
Packets duplicate 0 
Reliability % 64.52 
Table 24 Survival mode results during four hours testing (receiving data every 2:37 minutes in 
average) 
 
"
Figure 27 Survival mode data received during four hours testing (Packets received) 
Telemetry mode  
(63 byte, 2 Transmissions, 1-min max interval) 
Total time (hr) 4:04:37 
Packets sent 109 
Packets received  61 
Packets duplicate 1 
Reliability % 55.96 
Table 25 Telemetry mode results during four hours testing (receiving data every 2:15 minutes in 
average)
Figure 28 Telemetry mode data received during four hours testing (Packets received)
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Figure 30 shows the behavior of the battery voltage, on the independent power system using a 
solar panel as power generator and under Suntime and eclipse conditions. Although it is known 
that the period of an object on a LEO is not exceeding two hours and seven minutes (refer to the 
Table 1), the test was performed over a period of time of four hours for eclipse and four hours for 
Suntime conditions, in order to see a significative change on the battery voltage, because the power 
consumption for the complete system is low. Table 26 shows the parameters considered to 
calculate the power required by the subsystem to operate properly in LEO with 100 minutes period, 
60 minutes Suntime and 40 minutes eclipse for each operational mode. 
Figure 29 Battery voltage results for testing during Suntime and Eclipse 
Telemetry Subsystem parameters Survival 
mode 
Telemetry 
mode 
Voltage supply (V) 3.7 3.7 
Active mode supply current (mA) 2.5 2.5 
Transmit mode supply current (mA) 350 350 
Active mode power (mW) 9.25 9.25 
Transmit mode power (W) 1.295 1.295 
Estimated number of transmissions in 1 
hour 
20 30 
Duration of each transmission (s) 0.015 0.21 
Required current per hour (mAh) 9.36 11.50 
Required power per hour (mWh) 34.62 42.55    
Considering a LEO Suntime % 60 60 
Considering a LEO Eclipse % 40 40 
Considering a LEO period (min) 100 100    
Power required by orbit (mW) 57.70 70.92 
Table 26 Power calculations 

As another example of decoded telemetry, figure 31 shows the variations on temperature during 
testing interval. As it can be noticed, the temperature decreases. This is because the period of 
testing was performed from mid night to early morning. Also the place where the subsystem was 
located was on a car dashboard while the car was parked on a clear sky view area. 
Figure 30 Decoded temperature results 
6.2. Cost 
The cost considered for this report is only the hardware cost and operation cost. Not considering 
is subsystem developing cost, because of this was a project developed for academic purpose. Cost 
can be divided in fixed cost (hardware) and variable cost (operation). 
Research was performed to look for a solution that can use the Globalstar simplex technology in 
space applications. Only two providers were found that meet the previous requirement; 1) Sci-
Zone with LinkStar-STX33 product and, 2) Near Space Launch with EyeStar-S34 product. Both 
providers use the Globalstar Simplex Transmitter Unit (STX3). Figure 32 shows the two products 
and the table 27 summarize the hardware cost for the different options. 
 
Figure 31 LinkStar-STX-3 (left) and EyeStar-S3 (right) 
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Device Price (USD) 
LinkStar-STX3 3,500 
EyeStar-S3 5,199 
Propoused Subsystem (including GPS for Terrestrial use) 500 
Table 27 Hardware cost for the Simplex transmitter unit 
The operation cost provided directly by Globalstar is shown on the next table. In order to contract 
a data service with Globalstar, a “Reseller Agreement for Simplex Data Services” needs to be 
signed. The agreement indicates that a minimum mandatory purchase and activation commitment 
of 100 simplex units per year is required. For that reason, research of Globalstar data services 
resellers was performed in order to be able to obtain the data service without the obligation of 
purchase the number of units required on the agreement directly with Globalstar. Table 28 also 
includes the cost from resellers. 
 
Provider Activation 
fee per unit  
VARPLAN1 100 Message Plan (9 
Bytes) 
200 Plus Message Plan 
(9 Bytes) 
Simplex 
Unlimited 
(9 Bytes) 
  Monthly 
fee 
36 Byte 
Message 
Monthly 
fee (100 
messages) 
Overage 
per 9 Byte 
Message 
Monthly 
fee (200 
messages) 
Overage 
per 9 Byte 
Message 
Monthly 
fee 
Globalstar $30 $1.50 $0.10 $7.95 $0.15 $9.70 $0.04 $16.95 
 
 Activation 
fee per unit  
Standard Plan Light Plan  
(250 messages) 
Heavy Plan 
(500 messages) 
Unlimited 
Plan 
  Monthly 
fee 
Overage 
per 
Message 
Monthly 
fee (250 
messages) 
Overage 
per 
Message 
Monthly 
fee (500 
messages) 
Overage 
per 
Message 
Monthly 
fee 
Orbital 
Satcom 
Corp5 
$20.00 $10.00 $0.05 $12.00 $0.05 $14.00 $0.05 $16.95 
 
 Activation 
fee per unit 
   Unlimited 
Plan 
        Monthly 
fee 
SCI-ZONE $20.00       $31.45 
Table 28 Data service plans for Globalstar Simplex devices (price in USD) 
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7. Conclusion & Recommendations 
 
Based on the prototype test results, the proposed Telemetry System can send telemetry information 
through the Globalstar constellation. That means, the coverage under which the device can operate 
is limited for the Globalstar simplex service coverage. According with the coverage map, it can be 
considered almost a global coverage. 
 
For that reason, it can be considered that the access duration between a LEO satellite carrying the 
proposed subsystem and the satellite user has been increased, allowing to the satellite user to have 
almost immediately access to the satellite telemetry. The advantage of having almost immediate 
access to the satellite telemetry will help several LEO missions to identify possible failure causes 
once the satellite has been released into the orbit, that several times are not identify because of the 
lack of access the satellite (around 5% of line of sight – LOS between a ground station and a LEO 
satellite that represents a total of 72 minutes a day). 
 
In order to take advantage of having almost immediate access to the satellite telemetry, an 
independent power system is required, to avoid any kind of dependency of the satellites 
subsystems. An independence power subsystem was successfully tested during the prototype test, 
shown the viability of the concept. 
 
Although there are a couple of commercial Globalstar simplex transmitter options for space 
applications, there are advantages in the proposed development. The cost of the hardware 
developed is 700% less than the cheaper commercial solution. In addition, the advantage of having 
an own development is that it can be adapted easily to several other applications. 
 
The development of the proposed subsystem can be easily adapted to terrestrial applications as 
tracking of mobile units, monitoring of oceanographic buoys, monitoring of seismographs and so 
many other terrestrial telemetry applications. 
 
For satellite applications, it doesn’t matter who will be the Globalstar Simplex Data plan provider, 
every subsystem needs the FCC certified for flight. Some aspects that need to be consider to obtain 
the FCC certification are: 
 
1. Simplex transmitters must use Channel C whenever they are in orbit.  
2. The simplex transmitter spacecraft antenna must always face away from the earth 
whenever it is transmitting.  
3. The spacecraft must have an on-board receiver capable of receiving an emergency stop-
transmission command from the ground, or a way to stop transmission via software by 
turned off the unit that will make it stop transmitting after some amount of time (Watch 
dog). 
 
There are some recommendations based on the development of the project and the test results to 
improve the developed subsystem. 
Based on the specific application (terrestrial or spatial) that the proposed Telemetry System will 
be used for, it is recommended to review the amount of data and redundant message transmission 
 
frequency to be used. According with the STINGR users manual, a 99% reliability can be reached 
if it is used three redundant message transmissions and five minutes randomized interval.  
 
Test was performed under two different modes; 1) Survival mode, no redundant message with 
three minutes transmission interval for a 9 bytes payload and, 2) Telemetry mode, using two 
redundant message transmissions with one minute randomized interval for a 63 bytes payload. In 
both modes the reliability was less than 99% (55.96% and 64.52% respectively).  
 
Based on the results, in order to increase the reliability of the Telemetry system some actions need 
to be considered; 1) a lower number of payload bytes, 2) more redundant message transmissions 
and, 3) higher interval duration between transmissions. In addition, consider that the “Unlimited 
Plan” provided by the Globalstar data service providers has limitations about amount of data and 
message transmission frequency. It is important to review the provider “Fair Usage Policy” in 
order to determinate the limitations. 
 
It is also recommended, when the Acquisition Data System (ADC) is using a 10-bit or higher 
analog to digital converter resolution, to assign two bytes instead of one for transmitting the analog 
sensor information. In order to optimize the use of data on the survival mode, the developed 
Telemetry system uses only one byte for each analog sensor. Although this allows to have the 
sensor information, sensor resolution was reduced. It is because a 1 byte (8-bit) has 255 resolution 
levels, against the 1024 resolution levels that can be obtained with 10-bit.  
 
In summary: 
1) An independent and adaptable telemetry system has been designed. 
2) Its operation can be considered as almost continuous access to the end user. 
3) It is much less expensive than other options on the market. 
4) It can be easily adapted for terrestrial applications or payloads on high altitude balloons. 
 
Next steps: 
1) To develop the flight version considering the CubeSat standard. The proposal is to use the top 
or the bottom area of the CubeSat (10 x 10 cm) to install the solar cells, the STINGR module, 
the system battery, and the ADS.  
2) To develop a version using Supercapacitors instead of batteries, in order to take the advantages 
of the Supercapacitors over the batteries. 
3) To develop a commercial terrestrial version and try to get some revenues from this for future 
projects. 
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9. Appendices 
 
9.1.Appendix A Globalstar Constellation 
 
Established in 1991iv, Globalstar, Inc. (“Globalstar”), provides Mobile Satellite Services (“MSS”) 
including voice and data communications services globally via satellite, using their low Earth orbit 
(LEO) satellite constellation. Globalstar offers wireless voice and data communication services 
over the Globalstar System, a network of in-orbit satellites and active ground stations 
(“gateways”). 
 
Initially, Globalstar’s first-generation satellites was launched in 1998, with full commercial service 
being delivered across North America, Europe and Brazil. However, in 2005 some of the satellites 
began to reach the end of their 7.5-year operational lifetime, which paved the way for a much-
improved Globalstar’s second-generation satellites.  
Globalstar’s second generation satellites was fully deployed as of February 2016, constellation 
consisting of 24 new satellites were launched to enhance coverage and reliability. 
Currently, the Globalstar constellation consists of the 24 second-generation LEO satellites, and 
certain first-generation LEO satellites.  
 
Globalstar’s satellites communicate with a network of 23 gateways. The satellite constellation was 
designed to allow that at least one satellite is visible from any point on the earth's surface between 
70° north latitude and 70° south latitude. A gateway must be within line-of-sight of a satellite and 
the satellite must be within line-of-sight of the subscriber to provide a two-ways services. Once a 
satellite acquires a signal from an end-user, the Globalstar System authenticates the user and 
establishes the voice or data channel to complete the call to the public switched telephone network 
(“PSTN”), to a cellular or another wireless network or to the internet (for a data call including 
Simplex). 
 
Both, first-generation and second-generation ground network use Qualcomm's patented CDMA 
technology to permit communication to multiple satellites. The system architecture provides full 
frequency re-use. This maximizes diversity (which maximizes quality) and capacity as it can reuse 
the assigned spectrum. A non-Qualcomm proprietary CDMA technology is used for Simplex 
services. 
 
Globalstar currently provides the following communications services via satellitev: 
• Two-way voice communication and data transmissions (“Duplex”) using mobile or fixed 
devices. 
• One-way data transmissions ("Simplex") using a mobile or fixed device that transmits its 
location and other information to a central monitoring station. 
 
Simplex One-Way Service 
Simplex service is a one-way data service from a commercial Simplex device over the Globalstar 
System that can be used to track and monitor assets. Currently uses of Simplex devices are to track 
cargo containers and rail cars; to monitor utility meters; and to monitor oil and gas assets, as well 
as a host of other applications. Current users include various governmental agencies, including the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency (“FEMA”), the U.S. Army, the U.S. Air Force, the 
 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (“NOAA”), the U.S. Forest Service and the 
U.K. Ministry of Defense, as well as other organizations, including BP, Shell and The Salvation 
Army. 
 
STINGR (Satellite Transmitter Integrated GPS Receiver) 
Globalstar has introduced a complete tracking solution in a single module which can be used to 
build compact and efficient satellite communications devices.  
The STINGR is a low cost, OEM simplex module which sends one-way data messages via the 
Globalstar Simplex Network. The module includes a high-performance GPS receiver as well as an 
on-board dual band antenna which greatly simplifies the effort of integrating satellite 
communications into a tracking or monitoring device. The STINGR is ideal for delivering remote 
sensing, tracking, and monitoring applications. 
 
Globalstar Satellite Networkvi 
 
The Globalstar Satellite Network is, as its name implies, a network of second generation satellites 
that were launched into space to provide commercial services for crystal clear voice technology 
and more. The launch, completed on February 6th of 2013 consists of 32 Low Earth Orbiting 
(LEO) satellites. 
 
The satellites comprising the Globalstar Satellite Network are simplistic in design, consisting of S 
and L-band antennas for communication, two solar arrays, and a trapezoidal body. The software 
for the systems is located on the ground rather than on the individual satellites so they can be 
maintained and upgraded much more efficiently. 
 
The second-generation satellites are designed to last 15 years, which is twice as long as the first-
generation satellites and they accommodate voice communications as well as duplex and simplex 
data services and products. In addition to crystal clear voice services, users are attracted to the 
Globalstar network for its ease of use. One thing users love about making and receiving calls via 
Globalstar satellites is that they lack the delays or latency associated with making calls on other 
satellite networks. 
 
Globalstar phones look and act like mobile or fixed phones with which you're familiar. The 
difference is that they can operate virtually anywhere, carrying your call / data over an 
exceptionally clear, secure Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) satellite signal.  
 
Like "bent-pipes", or mirrors in the sky, the Globalstar constellation of Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) 
satellites picks up signals from over 80% of the Earth's surface, everywhere outside the extreme 
polar regions and some mid-ocean regions. Once the second-generation constellation is fully 
deployed and operational, several satellites can pick up a call, and this "path diversity" helps assure 
that the call is not dropped even if a phone moves out of sight of one of the satellites. 
As soon as a second satellite picks up the signal and is able to contact the same terrestrial gateway, 
it begins to simultaneously transmit. If buildings or terrain block your phone signal, this "soft-
handoff" prevents call interruption. The second satellite now maintains transmission of the original 
signal to the terrestrial "gateway".  
 

Additional advantages of using Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) satellites within the Globalstar system 
include no perceptible voice delay (latency) and lighter / smaller all-in-one phones.  
Gateways process calls, then distribute them to existing fixed and cellular local telephone networks 
or the Internet. Terrestrial gateways are an important part of Globalstar's strategy to keep key 
technology and equipment easily accessible and to integrate our services as closely as possible 
with existing local telephony networks. This helps makes the Globalstar system and its services 
easier to manage, expand and improve. 
Figure 32 Globalstar System 
"
9.2. Appendix B Data received by the End User 
 
Figure 33 E-mail received during Telemetry mode 
Table 29 Telemetry mode, sample of decoded Payload data 
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Figure 34 E-mail received during Survival mode 
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Table 31 Survival mode, decoded Payload data 
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